
  

 
 
LOG ENTRIES for the DUBUS and MMMonVHF.de MS Sprint contest 2011 
Logs must be received at the latest by September 15th. 2011 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

QRP QRO TEAM 
 RA3LW  DL4KUG   T1: QRP   F/SV1NZX 
 DL2DVL  OH1AF T1: QRO   US8ZAL 
 EA5HNM  ON5GS T1: /P        YU2DX 
 RA3LW  W7OJT   

 RK1AA/1  YT3I   
 RW3XR  IT9BLB   
 RW6AH  LA0BY   

EW1MU/2  RX1AS   
 EW1CD/2  DL0HOF   
UA6AGK   UR3EE   
UT5U   YU7GM   
 LZ1NY  OE1ILW/3   
 LZ1JH  EA3AXV   
 ON6NL  UT2UB   
 SP2HPD   RA3WDK   
 DM2ECM  RV3IG/3   

 YL2IV  UY9VY   
 YO5LD/P  YT1VP   
 IK3VZO  HB9FAP   
 UR3GS  LZ1ZX   
 R5AO  LZ1DP   

 UW8SM     



check logs: DK5EW,PA2DW,PA3BIY,YL2GDA,IV3NDC,DL8EBW, HA5CRX 

SOAP BOX: contest user comments: 

DK5EW contest manager: 

I saw a nice activity on the band and > than 280 active squares in Europe. Perseids 
have been not so strong as last years with a ZHR only 60-80/h but several 30sec. 
bursts have been there. Thanks to all contesters for participation. *** Remarks*** 
The new Team sections was based on a idea by Rytis/LY4U/LY2WR. He contacted 
me in January 2011 about a proposal for the new team section. After discussion 
with the team we decided to go for Rytis proposal. Unfortunately Rytis got SK - we 
lost a great DXer and a friend !*** 

RX1AS: 

Dear Joe and team of MSSPRINT contest, thank you for the new nice MS contest! 
Artem worked first time on MS and got a big fun. 
73,GL,Serge RX1AS,Dmitry RA3AQ,Artem(12 years age)RD3ADS,Alex RU1AA 

 

EA5HNM: 

Thank So Much for this Contest, Best 73 to all 
Many Thanks 

Best Regards. 
Federico Tarraga Garrido 

EA5HNM- IM98SI- Alicante --Spain 

W7OJT: 
The Sprint made the Perseids fun, I had a great time working stations I haven't 
worked in a long time.   
ON5GS: 
73 tnx for nice contest! 
Dirk  
 



DL0HOF 

All went well, condx seemed better on first morning. Ops: DL9NDW/DD2SR/DL2GX 

YU7GM 

My first MS SPRINT contest. I was pleasantly surprised with the number of stations 
that operated in contest. Thanks to everyone who make contact with me as well as 
those who have called me and we did not make a QSO. See you in December. 

ON6NL...a extract from his log report  

Every year they return: your birthday, the walking holiday of myx.yl and the 
Perseids. For me this happens all at the same time! As already for many years I 
was allowed to spend 100% of my time on meteorscatter during the Perseids. 
Since a few years this even in a contest thanks to the MS Sprint.  
When I for the first time discovered that the "sprint" this year was 48 hours, I 
feared there would be many boring hours listening to noise. It went far better than 
I expected! Until fifteen minutes before the end I was making QSOs via 
meteorites...................... 

UT2UB 
Thank you to the organizers for a wonderful test. Thank you who called me all. To 
meeting in 2012. 
73! Andrej UT2UB 
 

EA3AXV 

Many thanks for the contest. 
73, Quim 

DM2ECM 
Hallo MMMonVHF Team, 
anbei meine kurze Abrechnung, hat wieder Spaß gemacht! (leider nicht mehr  Zeit 
zum Scattern gehabt) 

Bis zum nächsten Meteorschauer! 
vy 73, Detlef 
 

YT1VP 

Hello dear friends. Great event with lots of participants. Reflections excellent. A lot 
of technical problems, it will be better next year. 
 

UY9VY 

TNX FER CONTEST! 73! 
 

HB9FAP 

"UFB UFB contest, a lot of fun, a lot of activity especially from eastern EU" see you 
next year!"  

LZ1ZX 

TNX to ALL for QSO,S   and for NICE CONTEST BEST 73 SEE YOU NEX TIME ! 

 

 


